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NS-205-IP67: 5 Port 10/100 Mbps Waterproof & Dustproof Ethernet Switch
Essentially NS-205-IP67 has impenetrable casing on the outside and clever technology on the
inside. Sounds delicious, but that’s our NS-205-IP67 in a nutshell. No ordinary Ethernet switch,
this ruggedly packaged unit is ready for industrial environments where waterproofing and shock
protection can save vital data flows. The device is also insulated against dust particles and
extreme temperatures, with an operating range running from -40°C to 80°C. The NS-205-IP67
can be directly mounted to any machine or convenient flat surface and a dedicated uplink port
enables a connection to other switches without the use of a crossover cable.
All this armor doesn’t keep the unit from delivering all the functionality you’d expect from a stateof-the-art Ethernet switch. It supports full-duplex communication and 10 Mbps/100 Mbps
transmission speeds. With its 1.4 Gbps of bandwidth it can maintain top communication speeds
on each of its 5 ports. A quick study, the switch automatically learns network addresses so
programming is unnecessary. Rough environments may involve erratic power supplies, so the
10-30VDC power input has 1KV of insulation. The NS-205-IP67 is completely plug and play,
allowing for quick and flexible configuration. You can rest assured that even if water, dust and
turbulence get restless and team up to crash the party of your information, your devices will
enjoy an undisturbed conversation.
ICP DAS USA is a cost effective leader in the US industrial market; offering a stunningly
competitive price/performance ratio, while catering to the latest solutions for current industrial
trends. We are a Fast Growing Provider of High Quality Industrial Data Acquisition Systems and
Control Products! Our Mission: We seek to provide our customers with cost effective, flexible,
and easy to use solutions for their Data Acquisition and Embedded Control Applications. ICP
DAS USA provides a great variety of products with modular and universal solutions for any
scale application or projects
To learn more about the variety of ideas and real projects integrated with ICP DAS hardware,
visit our website at www.icpdas-usa.com, or give us a call, toll free, at 1-888-971-9888 and one
of our engineers would be happy to assist in reviewing the project requirements, ensuring that
the highest quality solution is presented in your final application.
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